
Stamped Designs Holiday Birds and Bunnies Class 

 
 
Two Birds on a Branch Card 
Copic markers used: Cardinal: R02/05/08, E50/E11/13, Y17, T6  Sparrow: E21/23/27, E13, Y17  
Pine tree: G94/99, YG61, E57, BG0000  Pinecone: E43/44 

1. Color the image with the Copic markers listed or the coloring medium of your choice. 
2. Layer the striped piece to the black piece.  Attach the birds piece to the front as shown. 
3. Apply adhesive to the back of the piece and wrap the green ribbon bow around the card 

as shown.  Attach to the front of the rad base card. 
4. Attach silver sequins to the front of the card as shown with wet glue. 
5. Add crystal Stickles or other glitter to snow. 

 
Warmer Together Card 
Copic markers used: E41/42, E11, R000, YG01/03/05, R05/08, E43/44, BG0000   

1. Color the image with the Copic markers listed or the coloring medium of your choice. 
2. Layer the red polka dot piece to the black card.  Attach the colored piece to the front as 

shown.  Apply adhesive to the back of the piece and wrap the green ribbon knot around 
the card as shown.  Layer to the front of the beige card. 

3. Attach the circle words piece with a foam dot. 
4. Add crystal Stickles or other glitter to snow. 

 
Wishing You a Merry Christmas Card 
Copic markers used:  Cardinal: R02/05/08, E50/E11/13, Y17, T6  Sparrow: E21/23/27, E13, Y17  
Pine tree: G94/99, YG61, E57, BG0000  Pinecone: E43/44 

1. Color the image with the Copic markers listed or the coloring medium of your choice. 
2. Layer the snowflake piece to the black card.  Attach the colored oval piece to the front 

as shown.  Apply adhesive to the back of the piece and wrap the red ribbon bow around 
the card as shown.  Layer to the front of the red card. 

3. Attach the circle words piece with a foam dot.  Add crystal Stickles to snow. 


